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Controlling quantum information in open quantum systems
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Lindbladians, one of the simplest extensions of Hamiltonian-based quantum mechanics, are used
to describe decay and decoherence of a quantum system induced by the system’s environment.
While traditionally viewed as detrimental to fragile quantum properties, a tunable environment
o↵ers the ability to drive the system toward steady-state subspaces, which can be used to store,
protect, and process quantum information. A prominent example of a steady-state subspace is a
cat code — a subspace spanned by superpositions of well-separated coherent states and protected
from certain errors. We report on two schemes designed to process quantum information in cat
codes using Hamiltonian-based [1] and holonomic [2] control. Both schemes have been extended
to general steady-state subspaces [3]. While such control schemes can be used for (unitary) gates,
they are not sufficient to perform (nonunitary) error correction. We discuss two ways to implement
more general nonunitary maps — quantum channels — in order to drive quantum information back
into a steady-state subspace after an error. The first is a recipe to embed any channel into the
infinite-time evolution generated by a Lindbladian [3]. The second is an efficient implementation
for state-of-the-art circuit QED experiments based on adaptive control [4].
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The Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless (BKT) theory provides a powerful tool to describe phase
transitions in a wide range of quasi-two-dimensional systems, including superfluid films, hightemperature superconductors, Josephson junction arrays, ultra-cold atomic gases, quantumHall bilayers and certain classes of ferroelectrics [1]. Currently, wheter topological ordering is
responsible for the transition to the quasi-ordered phase also in open systems is at the center of
intense investigation [2]. Here, we show the BKT transition of a two-dimensional (2D) gas of
exciton-polaritons through the joint measurement of the first-order coherence both in space and
time. On the other hand, we demonstrate that the topological origin of the transition cannot be
proved, in open systems, by looking only at spatial correlations [3]. Indeed, the same behavior
of spatial correlations can be observed for a BKT phase and for a laser, setting these results
as the first demonstration of a BKT transition in optical systems by temporal correlations
measurements [4]. In the BKT phase, we find that spatial and temporal correlations follow a
power law decay with the same exponent ↵  1/4. This value is characteristic for 2D bosons in
thermodynamic equilibrium and it is achieved thanks to the long lifetime in high-quality samples
with small amount of disorder and in a region far away from the excitation spot to avoid the
presence of the exciton reservoir [5]. The experimental findings are reproduced by numerical
solutions of stochastic equations, that further allow us to track vortices in each realisation of the
condensate. The mechanism of vortex-antivortex unbinding below a critical density is shown to
be responsible for the observed decay of correlations both in space and time.
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Exact results for dissipative phase transitions in a
nonlinear resonator with one- and two-photon pumping
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In out-of-equilibrium systems, the competition between Hamiltonian evolution and dissipation can result in dissipative phase transitions [1, 2]. We investigate this kind of phenomena
in the steady-state of a general class of driven-dissipative systems, consisting of a nonlinear
Kerr resonator in the presence of both coherent (one-photon) and parametric (two-photon)
driving and dissipation (as sketched in Fig. 1) [3]. We analytically derive the exact steadystate solution via the formalism of the complex P -representation [4, 5]. This allows us to
explore all the photon-density regimes, including the mesoscopic one in which both photon
numbers and quantum correlations are significant. In the thermodynamic limit of a large
photon density, we reveal and characterize the emergence of dissipative phase transitions of
BARTOLO, MINGANTI, CASTEELS, AND CIUTI
both first and second order (see Fig. 1).
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Driven open quantum systems and Floquet stroboscopic quantum simulation
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The study of periodically driven open quantum systems [1, 2] is of utmost interest in diverse
communities ranging from quantum optics [3], circuit QED [4], optomechanical devices [5], and
manybody systems [6]. Most of the previous research has been focused on the Markovian regime,
where a Floquet-Markov approach can be used. This consists on deriving a weak coupling BornMarkov master equation in the Floquet basis of the driven system [7]. However, the dynamics of
driven-dissipative systems in the non-Markovian regime remains unexplored[8]. Due to growing
interest in quantum simulation of open systems by means of driven control, the exploration of
non-Markovian e↵ects in driven systems constitutes an exciting new avenue of research.
In this contribution, we present an analytic solution to the problem of system-bath dynamics under the e↵ect of high-frequency driving, which is valid to all orders in the system-bath
coupling [9]. Our approach provides the time evolution operator of the full system, which goes
beyond usual studies based on weak coupling master equation and Markovian regime. Based
on this solution, we also proposed a method to perform stroboscopic quantum simulation of
nontrivial dissipative systems [10, 11] for strong and weak coupling regimes. We instantiate the
result with the study of the spin-boson model [12] with time-dependent tunneling amplitude.
Besides this, we also analyze the class of Hamiltonians that may be stroboscopically accessed
for this example and illustrate the dynamics of system and bath degrees of freedom.
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We explore theoretically the nonequilibrium photonic phases of an array of coupled cavities in
presence of incoherent driving and dissipation [1]. In particular, we consider a Hubbard model
system where each site is a Kerr nonlinear resonator coupled to a two-level emitter, which is pumped
incoherently [2]. Within a Gutzwiller mean-field approach, we determine the steady-state phase
diagram of such a system. We find that, at a critical value of the inter-cavity photon hopping rate,
a second-order nonequilibrium phase transition associated with the spontaneous breaking of the
U (1) symmetry occurs. The transition from an incompressible Mott-like photon fluid to a coherent
delocalized phase is driven by commensurability e↵ects and not by the competition between photon
hopping and optical nonlinearity. The essence of the mean-field predictions is corroborated by
finite-size simulations obtained with matrix product operators and corner-space renormalization
methods.
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Figure 1: Contour plot of the steady-state Wigner distribution W (↵) in the Mott-like (left panel) and symmetry
broken phase (right panel). The black dashed contour highlight the region within W (↵) < 0.
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In recent years there has been a revival of interest in the physics of driven-dissipative phase
transitions (see for example Refs. [1–6]). This is partly driven by the remarkable experimental
achievements that have been obtained with various photonic platforms such as superconducting
circuits and semiconductor microcavities (see Refs. [7–9] for examples of recent experiments in
this direction). These systems can typically be described by a linear master equation of the form
@t ⇢ˆ = L̂ˆ
⇢, where ⇢ˆ is the reduced density matrix of the system and L̂ the so-called Liouvillian
superoperator. The steady-state solution L̂ˆ
⇢ = 0 corresponds to the zero eigenvalue of the
Liouvillian. In general, dissipative phase transitions are expected to occur when the Liouvillian
spectral gap closes [10].
We will theoretically explore the critical properties of the Liouvillian gap for a drivendissipative (Kerr) nonlinear resonator [11]. We show that, by considering a well defined thermodynamical limit of large excitation numbers, such a model describes a first-order phase transition. The thermodynamic limit is obtained by letting the nonlinearity going to 0 and the driving
intensity to +1 while keeping constant their product. We determine the exponential vanishing
of the complex Liouvillian gap and characterize its finite-size behavior. We show that such
thermodynamical limit of large excitation numbers for one single-mode resonator has a direct
connection with the more standard limit of many sites in the driven-dissipative Bose-Hubbard
model.
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The dissipative Dicke model is a paradigmatic model for studying out-of- equilibrium manybody phase transitions. The model describes a coupling between a driven photonic cavity and
numerous two-level atoms and exhibits a continuous phase transition from a normal phase to
a super-radiant phase. We study the e↵ect of a time-dependent parametric modulation of this
coupling, and discover a rich phase diagram as a function of the modulation strength. We find
that in addition to the established normal and super-radiant phases, a new phase with pulsed
superradiance which we term dynamical normal phase, appears when the system is parametrically driven. We also study the closely related model of a BEC condensate interacting with a
high finesse cavity with a Multi-Configurational time dependent Hartree approach and explicitly
show how such a dynamical normal phase would manifest itself in this realistic system. Our
results open the door for the experimental study of dynamically stabilized phases of interacting
light and matter.
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We develop a new fermionic path-integral formalism to analyze the phase diagram of open nonequilibrium systems. The formalism is applied to analyze an ensemble of two-level atoms interacting with a
single-mode optical cavity, described by the Dicke model. While this model is often used as the paradigmatic example of a phase transition in driven-dissipative systems, earlier theoretical studies were limited
to the special case when the total spin of the atomic ensemble is conserved1–5 . This assumption is not
justified in most experimental realizations6–9 . Our new approach allows us to analyze the problem in a
more general case, including the experimentally relevant case of dissipative processes that act on each
atom individually and do not conserve the total spin. We obtain a general expression for the position
of the transition, which contains as special cases the two previously known regimes: i) non-equilibrium
systems with losses and conserved spin and ii) closed systems in thermal equilibrium and with the Gibbs
ensemble averaging over the values of the total spin. We perform a detailed study of di↵erent types of
baths and point out the possibility of a surprising non-monotonous dependence of the transition on the
baths’ parameters.
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Nonequilibrium phase transitions exist in damped-driven open quantum systems when the
continuous tuning of an external parameter leads to a transition between two robust steady
states. In second-order transitions this change is abrupt at a critical point [1], whereas in firstorder transitions the two phases can coexist in a critical hysteresis domain. Here, we report the
observation of a first-order dissipative quantum phase transition in a driven circuit quantum
electrodynamics system [2]. It takes place when the photon blockade of the driven cavity-atom
system is broken by increasing the drive power [3]. The observed experimental signature is a
bimodal phase space distribution with varying weights controlled by the drive strength. Our
measurements show an improved stabilization of the classical attractors up to the millisecond
range when the size of the quantum system is increased from one to three artificial atoms. The
formation of such robust pointer states could be used for new quantum measurement schemes
or to investigate multiphoton phases of finite-size, nonlinear, open quantum systems.
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Observation of a dissipative phase transition in a one-dimensional circuit
QED lattice
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Condensed matter physics has been driven forward by significant experimental and theoretical progress in the study and understanding of equilibrium phase transitions based on symmetry
and topology. However, nonequilibrium phase transitions have remained a challenge, in part
due to their complexity in theoretical descriptions and the additional experimental difficulties in systematically controlling systems out of equilibrium. Here, we present a study of a
one-dimensional chain of 72 microwave cavities, each coupled to a superconducting qubit, and
coherently drive the system into a nonequilibrium steady state. We find experimental evidence
for a dissipative phase transition in the system in which the steady state changes dramatically as
the mean photon number is increased. Near the boundary between the two observed phases, the
system demonstrates bistability, with characteristic switching times as long as 60 ms – far longer
than any of the intrinsic rates known for the system. This experiment demonstrates the power
of circuit QED systems for studying nonequilibrium condensed matter physics and paves the
way for future experiments exploring nonequilbrium physics with many-body quantum optics.

Emergent equilibrium in many-body optical bistability
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Many-body systems constructed of quantum-optical building blocks can now be realized
in experimental platforms ranging from exciton-polariton fluids to ultracold gases of Rydberg atoms, establishing a fascinating interface between traditional many-body physics and
the driven-dissipative, non-equilibrium setting of cavity-QED. At this interface, the standard
techniques and intuitions of both fields are called into question, obscuring issues as fundamental
as the role of fluctuations, dimensionality, and symmetry on the nature of collective behavior and
phase transitions. Here, we study the driven-dissipative Bose-Hubbard model, a minimal description of numerous atomic, optical, and solid-state systems in which particle loss is countered
by coherent driving. Despite being a lattice version of optical bistability—a foundational and
patently non-equilibrium model of cavity-QED—the steady state possesses an emergent equilibrium description in terms of a classical Ising model. We establish this picture by identifying a
limit in which the quantum dynamics is asymptotically equivalent to non-equilibrium Langevin
equations, which support a phase transition described by model A of the Hohenberg-Halperin
classification. Numerical simulations of the Langevin equations corroborate this picture, producing results consistent with the behavior of a finite-temperature Ising model.

Dissipation induced topological states: A recipe
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Nonequilibrium conditions are traditionally seen as detrimental to the appearance of
quantum-coherent many-body phenomena in condensed matter systems, and much e↵ort is
often devoted to their elimination. Recently this approach has changed: It has been realized
that driven-dissipative Markovian dynamics of the Lindblad type could be used as a resource.
By proper engineering of the reservoirs and their local couplings to a system, one may drive
the system towards desired quantum-correlated steady states, even in the absence of internal
Hamiltonian dynamics.
An intriguing category of nontrivial equilibrium many-particle phases are those which are
distinguished by topology rather than by symmetry. Lately it has been discovered that such a
behavior is not a peculiarity of quantum Hall and related phenomena, but applies to a large class
of systems, including simple noninteracting band insulators and mean-field superconductors.
Natural questions thus arise: which of these topological states can be achieved as the result of
purely dissipative Lindblad-type dynamics? Moreover, are there new nonequilibrium topological
phenomena, which have no equilibrium counterpart? Besides the fundamental importance of
these issues, they may o↵er novel routes to the realization of topologically-nontrivial states in
quantum simulators, especially ultracold atomic gases which naturally lend themselves to the
required bath engineering, and also other systems, such as superconducting nanocircuits. It
may even lead to dissipative topological states featuring fractional excitations and allowing for
topological quantum computation. Recent studies, which concentrated on systems with p-wave
superconducting correlations, have only provided a partial solution to this problem [1–3].
In this talk I will present a general recipe for the creation, classification, and detection of
states of the integer quantum Hall and 2D topological insulator type as the outcomes of coupling
a system to reservoirs, and show how the recipe can be realized with ultracold atoms and other
quantum simulators. The mixed states so created can be made arbitrarily close to pure states. I
will discuss ways to extend this construction to other topological phases, including non-Gaussian
ones, such as fractional quantum Hall states.
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Chirality of topological gap solitons in bosonic dimer chains
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Solitons in non-linear equations on one hand and topologically nontrivial band structures on
the other hand represent two important domains of modern Physics. Gap solitons are formed
from interacting particles in the bandgaps of periodic lattices. They have been widely studied
in simple 1D lattices, while the works dealing with topologically nontrivial bands are very
scarce [1]. The combination of the topological properties of the quantum fluids (the existence
of topological defects, such as solitons and vortices) with the topology of the lattice can be
expected to create interesting e↵ects.
In this work [2], we demonstrate that
a gap soliton appearing in the topologia)
b)
cal gap of a bosonic dimer chain (topo100
logical gap soliton) exhibits several original properties, including chirality, ab0
sent for ordinary gap solitons appearing in simple chains. Such topological soliton (which is not a Su-Schrie↵er-100
Heeger soliton and does not require
dynamical modification of the lattice)
c)
d)
has a non-trivial sublattice pseudospin
100
texture due to the combination of the
pseudospin-anisotropic interactions and
0
e↵ective field due to the dimerization.
This chiral pseudospin texture leads to
-100
the chiral behavior of the topological
gap soliton in presence of a localized po100
200
0
100
200 0
tential breaking the symmetry between
Time (ps)
Time (ps)
the A and B sites. Such behavior, which
Fig. 1. Soliton trajectories plotted as the
is di↵erent depending whether the topoparticle density as a function of position
logical gap soliton is on the left or on
and time: a,b) Topological gap soliton,
the right of the defect (Fig. 1, panels
oscillating trajectory or free acceleration,
a,b), cannot be observed for ordinary
depending on the initial soliton position.
gap solitons (panels c,d), which exhibit
c,d) oscillating trajectory of an ordinary
similar oscillations in both cases. The
gap soliton for the same defect.
pseudospin texture and the possibility
of chiral behavior of the topological gap soliton have passed unnoticed in several previous works,
including one where such solitons has been observed experimentally [3].
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An electromagnetic resonator is characterized by its resonance frequency and characteristic
impedance. The latter controls the scale of quantum fluctuations of charge and flux circuit
variables. In most superconducting circuits the impedance is close to 50 Ohm and is linked to
the impedance of free space. This low impedance favors small fluctuations of flux (compared to
flux quantum) and high fluctuations of charge (compared to charge quantum). If a Josephson
junction is inserted in such a low-impedance circuit, it’s rich and unusual non-linearity is reduced
to a simple quartic in flux term. Novel strongly non-linear e↵ects are expected in high-impedance
Josephson circuits which remained largely unexplored today.
We have fabricated a high-impedance Josephson transmission line consisting of two parallel
chains containing over 15,000 Josephson tunnel junctions. Such a transmission line presents an
artificial media for 1D photons with highly unusual properties. In particular, the transmission
line shows standing wave resonances corresponding to wave propagation a factor of 100 slower
than regular light. In other words, the wave impedance of this transmission line exceeds resistance quantum (for Cooper pairs), approximately 6.5 kOhm, as opposed to usual value of
50 Ohm. In yet another terms, the e↵ective fine structure constant for photons here exceeds
a unity. As a result, interaction of photons in our transmission line with a charge is enhanced
by at least a factor of 10 compared to conventional low-impedance waveguides. Close examination of resonances reveals signatures of frequency-dependent wave localization predicted for
a generic 1D system of photons. Finally, non-linearity of the Josephson junction gives rise to
several types of interaction terms between all the modes of our transmission line, turning it into
a model system to study out of equilibrium many-body phenomena in fully controlled settings.
In particular, we will describe how our system can be used to perform quantum simulation of
Kondo e↵ect and Luttinger liquid tunneling using simple microwave scattering measurements.
The trick is to insert a properly tuned ”impurity” circuit into the transmission line and explore
mode-mode interaction due to the scattering of the impurity. Our experiment would enable
an accurate measurement of the correlation functions of strongly interacting many-body models and time-resolved dynamics of many-body entanglement in quenching experiments. Initial
measurement results will be disclosed.

Synthetic dimensions in ultracold gases and photonics
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I discuss recent developments of the study of ”synthetic dimensions” in ultracold gases and
photonics. The idea of synthetic dimensions is to identify internal states of an atom or a photonic
cavity as extra dimensions, and to simulate higher dimensional lattice models using physically
lower dimensional systems. The concept was originally proposed and experimentally realized in
ultracold gases [1–5]. I first review the existing theoretical and experimental studies of synthetic
dimensions. After discussing some challenges and limitations of the existing methods of synthetic
dimensions, I explain our proposals of realizing synthetic dimensions both in ultracold gases [6]
and in photonic cavities [7, 8], which overcome some of these limitations. Finally I discuss how
the four dimensional quantum Hall e↵ect can be observed in ultracold gases and photonics using
the synthetic dimensions [7, 9, 10].
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Gate tunable Magneto-Plasmon ultrastrongly coupled to LC cavity:
Towards Quantum Hall Transport in the ultra strong coupling regime
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Subwavelength cavity photon resonators on two dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) have
been shown to be a highly flexible platform to study ultra-strong light-matter interaction physics
in the THz.[1] In this work, we introduce a confinement of the 2DEG in one direction. This
results in a (magneto-)plasmon excitation that also couples to the cavity. Its dispersion [2]
2
2
2
2
2
⇤
is described by !M
P = !p + !c where !p = (ns e )/(2m ✏0 ✏)⇡/W and has been measured in
transmission with THz-TDS shown in Figure 1a). The 2DEG stripe is placed into the nearfield of the
p resonator (see Figure 1b), which produces large vacuum electric field fluctuations
Evac = (h̄!c )/(2✏Vcav ) ⇡ 50V /m polarized across the width of the 2DEG stripe. A 2 nm
chromium gate allows to tune the electron density and hence !p (data not shown).
This system shows three very different regimes. Figure 1c) shows the
regime !p ⇡ !cav , where the collective plasmon resonance ultra-strongly
couples with the subwavelength cavity.
Note, the magneto-plasmon polaritons
exist already at zero magnetic field and
show a splitting of approximately 150
GHz, which corresponds to a light matter coupling ratio of ⌦/!cav = 15%.
Furthermore, both polaritons have a
non-zero frequency at zero magnetic
field, which is not the case for cyclotron
polaritons [3].
a) Measured magneto-plasmon dispersion
The second interesting regime is
in a THz-TDS. b) Sketch of etched GaAs
!
p > !cav , shown in the measurement
2DEG stripe cross section in a subin Figure 1c. Here, the cavity couples
wavelength cavity producing strong vacagain to the single-particle cyclotron
uum fluctuations. c) Magneto-Plasmontransition, but seems to have strongly
Polarition dispersion with !p ⇡ !cav
reduced oscillator strength, so that the
d) Cavity coupled to cyclotron transition,
strong coupling regime is not reached
with !p > !cav
here. This is clearly di↵erent to the
third and well known regime !cav <<
!p where normalized light-matter coupling ratios ⌦/!cav of nearly 100% have been observed for
cyclotron-polaritons [4].
Outlook: The new geometry of the sample allows to place a Hall bar entirely into the cavity.
In this case, electrons at the Fermi energy contributing to Quantum Hall transport are at the
same time ultra strongly coupled to the cavity.
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Geometrical properties of energy bands underlie fascinating phenomena in a wide-range
of systems, including solid-state materials, ultracold gases and photonics. Most famously, local
geometrical characteristics like the Berry curvature can be related to global topological invariants
such as those classifying quantum Hall states or topological insulators. Regardless of the band
topology, however, any non-zero Berry curvature can have important consequences, such as in
the semiclassical evolution of a wave packet [1]. We experimentally demonstrate for the first
time that wave packet dynamics can be used to directly map out the Berry curvature [2]. To this
end, we use optical pulses in two coupled fibre loops to study the discrete time-evolution of a
wave packet in a 1D geometrical charge pump, where the Berry curvature leads to an anomalous
displacement of the wave packet under pumping. This is both the first direct observation of Berry
curvature e↵ects in an optical system, and, more generally, the proof-of-principle demonstration
that semi-classical dynamics can serve as a high-resolution tool for mapping out geometrical
properties.
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Optical bistability — the existence of two stable states with di↵erent photon numbers for
the same driving conditions — is a general feature of driven nonlinear systems described within
the mean-field approximation (MFA). Beyond the MFA, a quantum treatment predicts that the
steady-state of a nonlinear cavity is always unique. The origin of this apparent contradiction was
noted by Bonifacio and Lugiato [1], and by Drummond and Walls [2]: quantum fluctuations (the
lost feature in the MFA) trigger switching between states and the exact solution corresponds to
a weighted average over the two metastable states.
Recently, the physics emerging from fluctuations in nonlinear resonators is receiving renewed theoretical [3–5] and experimental [6–9] interest in photonics. Nonlinear photonic systems
provide new opportunities for studying quantum many-body phases [10–13], critical phenomena [5, 13–15], and dissipative phase transitions [16].
In this contribution, we experimentally probe a dissipative phase transition by measuring
the dynamic optical hysteresis of semiconductor microcavities. Scanning the driving power
up and down at decreasing speeds, we observe the progressive closure of the hysteresis cycle.
The hysteresis area exhibits a temporal double power law decay with experimentally retrieved
exponents in agreement with calculations including quantum fluctuations only. Probing di↵erent
laser-cavity detunings and photon-photon interactions, we show that the algebraic decay evolves
towards a single power law when the photon number becomes very large, i.e. when approaching
the thermodynamic limit. This algebraic behavior characterizes a dissipative phase transition.
The present experimental approach is promising for exploring critical phenomena in photonic
lattices.
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The recent developments of quantum technologies have drastically enhanced our capability
to access the many-body properties of driven-dissipative systems at the nanoscale, such as for
coupled QED cavities or for superconducting circuits [1, 2]. The investigation of nonequilibrium
properties of driven-dissipative systems has thus entered the quantum world (see e.g. Ref. [3]).
Preliminary theoretical studies beyond the crude mean-field approximation have put forward
an intriguing scenario, which seems to substantially di↵er from that of closed-system situations. Renormalization-group calculations using the Keldysh formalism have conjectured that
the critical behavior of quantum many-body systems may be modified both by the presence of
the external environment and by nonequilibrium e↵ects [4]. Important qualitative di↵erences
with respect to the equilibrium properties have been put forward even by means of complemetary
numerical approaches. With cluster mean-field techniques it has been possible to highlight the
dramatic impact of short-range correlations on the steady-state dissipative phase diagram [5];
the corner-space renormalization method [6] enabled to access finite-size scaling properties of
the entanglement and one critical exponent of a dissipative phase transition [7].
In this work we provide an alternative numerical approach, which is based on the generalization of numerical linked cluster expansions for quantum lattice models [8, 9] in a dissipative
framework. Clever resummation techniques can be used to significantly accelerate the convergence of the series expansions, in such a way that it is possible to obtain properties at the
thermodynamic limit up to a given order, by numerically treating very small clusters of arbitrary size. Combining this strategy with a Padé-approximant analysis of the obtained results,
it is possible to compute the critical exponents associated to a given singularity of the thermodynamic properties in proximity of the phase-transition points.
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Critical behavior of 2D dissipative spin lattices
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The study of dissipative phase transitions is an emerging topic of research for non-equilibrium
quantum manybody systems, which can be realized in artificial platforms using Rydberg atoms,
semiconductor microstructures or superconducting circuits. Recently, unconventional magnetic
phase transitions have been predicted in spin lattices described by a dissipative Heisenberg
model with anisotropic spin-spin coupling and incoherent spin relaxation: in particular, the
predictions have been based on single-site [1] and cluster mean-field [2] theory. A crucial problem
is to explore the physical properties beyond mean-field.
By applying the corner-space renormalization method [3], we have explored the critical behavior of such class of spin systems [4]. We have been able to investigate the finite-size scaling
and to calculate the critical exponent of the magnetic linear susceptibility. We show that the
Von Neumann entropy increases across the critical point, revealing a strongly mixed character of
the ferromagnetic phase. At the same time, the quantum Fisher information, an entanglement
witness, exhibits a critical behavior at the transition point, showing that quantum correlations
play a crucial role. Our results suggest that dissipative phase transition can share properties of
both thermal and quantum phase transitions.
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We consider the Dicke model, describing an ensemble of N quantum spins interacting with
a cavity field, and study how the coupling to a non-Markovian environment with power-law
spectrum changes the physics of superradiant phase transition. Quite remarkably we find that
dissipation can induce, rather than suppress, the ordered phase, a result which is in striking
contrast with both thermal and Markovian quantum baths. We interpret this dissipationinduced superradiance as a genuine dissipative quantum phase transition that exists even at
finite N due to the coupling with the bath modes and whose nature and critical properties
strongly depend on the spectral features of the non-Markovian environment [1].
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Tailoring the dispersion of particles is the background of many advances of modern physics,
with the linear (i.e. light-like) dispersion of electrons in graphene or in topological materials
constituting important examples. In reverse, photons and polaritons confined in microcavities
can become two-dimensional systems with a quadratic (i.e. matter-like) dispersion, allowing for
Bose-Einstein condensation when thermalization is achieved [1, 2].
In this talk, I will present an experimental determination of the thermal de
Broglie wavelength of a two-dimensional
N/Nc ≈ 1.76
N/Nc ≈ 10 - 4
-10
photon gas independent from quantum
statistics, using position-resolved interfery (µm) 0
ometric measurements of the emission of a
dye-filled optical microcavity [3]. Informa10
tion about the thermal de Broglie wave10 µm
10 µm
length is encoded in the transverse spa-10
0
10
-10
0
10
tial correlations of the photon gas, which
x (µm)
x (µm)
yield th ' 1.48(1) µm, in good agreement
Position-resolved interference of the photon gas
with theory. We observe the expected deemitted from the microcavity in the thermal
pendence with temperature T , which gen(left) and condensed (right) phase regime. While
uinely
verifies the thermal character. As
below the critical photon number Nc the spatial
the
central
phase-space density of the phocorrelations are short-range and determined by
ton gas is increased beyond the critical
the thermal de Broglie wavelength, the onset of
value of ⇡ 2 /3, a Bose-Einstein condensate
condensation is accompanied by the emergence
of photons is realized in the ground state
of long-range order.
of the harmonic trapping potential induced
by the bispherical microcavity. The onset
of Bose-Einstein condensation agrees with the concept that quantum statistical e↵ects emerge
when the thermal de Broglie wave packets overlap, upon which we observe long-range order
eventually exceeding the condensate diameter of 12.7 µm.
For the future, spatial first-order coherence measurements are expected to reveal possible
long-lived phase singularities from vortices in thermo-optically or Kerr nonlinearity induced
photon superfluids [4]. Other than atomic condensates, optical quantum gases can be subject
to grand canonical statistics [5], which could give rise to novel vortex dynamics. Finally, our
setup might be a tool to study critical scaling at the phase transition and universality in optical
quantum gases.
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In the first part, we show how to implement topological or Thouless pumping of interacting
photons in one dimensional nonlinear resonator arrays, by simply modulating the frequency of
the resonators periodically in space and time. The interplay between interactions and the adiabatic modulations enables robust transport of Fock states with few photons per site. We analyze
the transport mechanism via an e↵ective analytic model and study its topological properties and
its protection to noise [1]. In the second part, we present a study on the extended Bose-Hubbard
model under external time-dependent driving that preserves the global Z2 symmetry. We analyse the possibility for generating an out of equilibrium phase exhibiting topological string-like
order characterising Haldane Insulator phases. We provide an analytic model discussing the
role of the drive in generating the exotic phase and back up our results with extensive tensor
network based numerics [2]. In both cases, we provide the details of a possible implementation
in existing circuit QED architectures.
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FIG. 1. (a) Quantized transport of photonic Fock states in 1D nonlinear lattices due to topological
pumping. The system is prepared initially at |...030030...i and the particles are shifted by one lattice
point corresponding to topological transport with Chern number 1 (b) A scheme for observing Haldane
insulator like phases in driven dissipative nonlinear lattices under time dependent driving. Under the
right type of drive many-body states exhibiting non-zero string-like order can emerge in this far out of
equilibrium setting.

Electrically tunable artificial gauge potential for magnetopolaritons
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Neutral particles subject to artificial gauge potentials can behave as charged particles in
magnetic fields. This fascinating premise has led to demonstrations of one-way waveguides [1],
topologically protected edge states [2, 3] in photonic systems and Landau levels for photons in
non-planar cavities [4]. In ultracold neutral atoms artificial gauge potentials have allowed the
emulation of matter under strong magnetic fields leading to realization of Harper-Hofstadter [5]
and Haldane models [6]. Here we show that application of perpendicular electric and magnetic
fields e↵ects an artificial gauge potential for two-dimensional microcavity exciton polaritons. For
verification, we perform interferometric measurements to determine the magnitude of the gauge
potential induced phase accumulated during coherent polariton transport. Since the gauge potential originates from the magnetoelectric Stark e↵ect [7], it can be realized for photons strongly
coupled to excitations in any polarizable medium. Together with strong polariton-polariton interactions [8–10] and engineered polariton lattices [11], artificial gauge potentials could play a
key role in investigation of non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly correlated photons [12].
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Topological phases of matter have fascinated researchers since over thirty years. Indeed, this
year’s Nobel prize joins the two Nobel awards for the quantum Hall e↵ects in commending this
unique field. In my talk, I will start with introducing the quantum Hall e↵ect and demonstrate
how it is related to topological pumps [1, 2]. I will, then, present our realizations of topological
pumps using two completely di↵erent bosonic systems, namely, using coupled photonic waveguide arrays [3, 4] and with trapped atoms in optical superlattices [5]. Last, I will present how
the notion of two-dimensional topological pumps naturally leads to a path for realizing the 4D
quantum Hall e↵ect in the lab using synthetic dimensions [6–8].
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